# PRODUCT/PROCESS CHANGE NOTICE (PCN)

| PCN Number: | 19003 |
| Date Issued: | April 17, 2019 |
| Product(s) Affected: | |
| OEM-VDC7004-H | OEM-VRC7016X-H | OEM-VRC7016X-L |
| VRC7008ALM | VRC7008LALM | OEM-VRC7004HD |
| OEM-VRC7008-H | OEM-VRC7008-L | OEM-VRC7016-H |
| OEM-VRC7016-L | OEM-VRC7032 |

Manufacturing Location Affected: AstellFlash, Shanghai  
Date Effective (90 day window): April 17, 2019  
Date Issued +90 days: July 17, 2019

Contact: MaxLinear Marketing  
Title: MaxLinear Marketing  
Phone: 1-760-691-0711  
Fax: 1-760-444-8598  
EMail: Marketing@maxlinear.com

Description and Purpose of Change:  
For the products listed above, MaxLinear will be adding a 2D barcode label to both the top and bottom sides of the PCB surface.

Example of label:

![Example of label](image)

Reliability/Qualification Summary: N/A

Customer Acknowledgement of Receipt within 30 days of issue. Lack of acknowledgement within 30 days constitutes acceptance of change. After acknowledgement, lack of additional response within the 90 day period constitutes acceptance of the change. – Please fax or email this form to the contact above after completing the following information:

Customer:  
Name:  
Title:  
Date:  
Email:  
Phone:  
Fax:  

Approval for shipments prior to effective date

Customer Comments (Optional):